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Introduction

In this chapter you introduce your main concern or issue of your final report. You also briefly mention your stay abroad, institution, country and month/year.

Your main concern or issue comprises for example

- The main issues of intercultural communication (in your opinion, reasons) and the conjunction between these issues and your experiences
- The main experiences you gathered during the CCC-Programme
- The main experiences you had in the country you visited
- Other interesting issues concerning `Cross-Cultural Competences´ in general, concerning the options via Erasmus, etc.

You may also mention

- Your reasons for your participation in the CCC-Programme
- Constraints, restrictions or obstacles (…)

my footnote¹

Main chapter - `issue´

For this chapter you can choose your own thematic focus in order to reflect your experiences or newly gained knowledge fit to contribute to your development in the field of intercultural competences.

You may raise the following issues (e.g.):

- Knowledge and skills you could develop or advance during the CCC-Programme
- Benefit and findings for your work
- Best-practice examples you learned about abroad
- Or possibly the impact on your work satisfaction or motivation

¹ My footnote.
Conclusion
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You may add data, documents or your photos here.